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MEDIEVAL STUDIES ON THE BORDER

Péter Levente Szőcs

Th e County of Satu Mare (Szatmár) is the northwesternmost region of today’s 
Romania, on the border with Hungary and Ukraine. It was not part of any historical 
region of Romania (Maramureş or Transylvania) therefore historical interest in 
Satu Mare has remained on a local level. Th is is the reason why national or regional 
historical projects, among them studies of medieval history, have neglected this 
area and little institutional support from the central level can be detected even 
today. Local organizations (the county museum and the county library) had to 
take on additional tasks in order to recover local history and connect to regional 
or national issues. Th e particular position of Satu Mare conferred a peripheral 
situation in terms of historical geography and determined a special set of tasks for 
local historical research.

A few days after I graduated from Babe-Bolyai University in Cluj-Kolosvar, 
in 1997, I was employed as a medieval archaeologist at the County Museum of 
Satu Mare. I discovered in a short time that little I had learned at the university 
was useful in daily tasks. Handling the inventory, work in the curation storage, 
so-called “scientifi c evidence,” and the organization of an exhibition were new 
challenges. Field work and research, in which the university trained graduate 
students, comprised only about 15% of the job. Adaptating to the new challenges 
was aggravated by a lack of older and experienced specialists. Th e educational 
policy of the 1970s and 1980s did not favor the humanities; therefore, there was 
a shortage of skilled archivists, librarians, archaeologists, and museum specialists 
in Romania in the 1990s. After 1990 the universities focused on these disciplines 
and the lack was gradually compensated for after 1995, when young graduates 
started their careers. Th is trend, however, resulted in overproduction, causing new 
problems after the year 2000.

Th us, I had a strong feeling of periphery in Satu Mare in 1997 caused by the 
relative strangeness of the museum tasks, the regional specifi cities, and the lack 
of skilled colleagues. Th is feeling was reinforced by the underdeveloped research 
infrastructure, the situation of the local libraries being the most eloquent in this 
sense. I had not expected to fi nd international periodicals or publications, but 
it seemed reasonable to expect to fi nd complete series of the most important 
Romanian archaeological, historical, and ethnographic journals (the main fi elds of 
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the museum’s activity). Instead, I discovered that these series were incomplete and 
even the simplest task of fi nding a proper reference presupposed bibliographical 
research in Cluj or another center. Th ere were various reasons for the lacks in the 
library, the most joyless being the lack of funds for postage. Th is situation more 
and more resembled the peripheral provinces of the Roman Empire in the fourth 
and fi fth centuries.

Certainly there was no collapse and disintegration, rather a period of small-scale 
cultural and scientifi c revival started from the year 2000, following the economic 
rebirth of Romania. Meanwhile, the peripheral position of Satu Mare turned out to 
be an advantage; it favored cross-border relations, established both on institutional 
and personal levels. Th ese contacts compensated for the weak interest of national 
or regional organizations in the area, and conferred a possibility for the County 
Museum of Satu Mare to be a bridge to Hungary and Ukraine. Medieval history, 
particularly the problems related to medieval monuments, proved to be issues of 
common interest, generating common projects. A series of workshop was started 
on “Medieval Ecclesiastical Architecture in Transylvania,” fi rst held in Satu Mare in 
1998; the sixth such event was organized in Nyíregyháza (Hungary), by the “Jósa 
András” Museum, the partner organization, in 2008. Th e papers presented at these 
workshops have been printed in four volumes and the fi fth will be issued shortly. 
Parallel to this, a group of scholars from Cluj and from the Institute of History of 
Th e Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest, started a journal on the medieval 
history of Transylvania: Mediaevalia Transilvanica. Th e main task of the journal was 
to establish a common location for Romanian and Hungarian scholars to present 
and debate their results. Th e County Museum of Satu Mare provided the secretariat 
for the editorial board and the fi nancial support for the printing. At present, a 
number of other research projects have been implemented with partner institutions 
in Hungary and Ukraine, and the fi eld of common projects has been enlarged, 
covering prehistoric and antique archeology, modern history, and ethnography.

Apart from the geographical specifi cities and the diff erences caused by the 
various types of research organizations (i.e., universities, research institutes, 
museums on central, regional and local levels), medieval studies in Romania is 
also divided along various methodological approaches. Th e traditional historical 
research is based almost exclusively on written sources, incorporating in a rather 
limited measure the results of archeology and art history. Th ese three fi elds of studies 
had parallel developments regarding education, institutions, and research projects. 
Th ere are few interdisciplinary approaches, in spite of the fact that the relative 
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poverty of medieval sources on Transylvania, and on Romania more widely, can be 
compensated for by combining all types of available data and methods. Th e fate 
of medieval archeology is particularly peculiar. While several research institutions 
and museums employ one or more medieval archaeologists, there is no university 
background for this specialization. Medieval history departments focus on written 
sources, while archaeological departments cover the periods from prehistory until 
the fi rst millennium A.D. Medieval archeology, therefore, falls between the two 
departmental areas; specialization in this fi eld must be gained through volunteer 
fi eld work, optional seminars, and personal contacts with senior researchers.

Th e need for properly trained archaeologists specialized in the Middle Ages, 
however, is large. Several rehabilitation projects are being implemented on medieval 
monuments, while a great number of archaeological sites dating to the Middle Ages 
have been identifi ed and rescued due to large scale investments before development. 
As in other neighboring countries, the largest rescue excavations have taken place 
during highway projects. Th e huge scale of these research projects generated a renewal 
of excavation techniques and the improvement of the research infrastructure. Th e 
great amount of data gathered at these sites required the implementation of computer-
based information management, while the large number of fi nds recovered caused 
problems related to storage and conservation. Th e lack of skilled human resources, 
however, proved to be the greatest problem during these large-scale projects. Th ese 
great rescue projects multiplied archeological information on the Middle Ages. Th e 
most signifi cant development can be seen in research into Late Antiquity and the 
Migration period (fourth to tenth century). A few years ago our knowledge on this 
period was based on isolated discoveries and partially researched sites. Th e large 
surface of the rescue projects permitted almost complete research on sites, therefore 
they provide an accurate chronology and detailed picture of material culture.

Parallel to investments in new infrastructure, the rehabilitation work on 
architectural monuments saw an additional impulse in the last decade, sustained 
by the increasing interest in national heritage and their incorporation in tourism. 
Extensive restorations have been made at the most important monuments in 
the country, preceded in most cases by archaeological and art historical research. 
National funds have been directed mainly to the world heritage sites (the wooden 
churches of Maramureş (Máramaros), the monasteries of Moldova and Bucovina), 
and the monuments of national history (the princely courts in Suceava, Curtea 
de Argeş, etc.). Excavations on the Late Antique and Byzantine sites of the Lower 
Danube and Black Sea coast have been carried on in the last decade, completed 
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with the partial conservation of the ruins revealed. A number of churches have 
been restored by individual communities, using the partial help of public or private 
funds. It is signifi cant to note that both Hungarian and German organizations 
with interests in the medieval Hungarian and Saxon populations, have assumed 
important roles in fi nancing and managing the rehabilitation of architectural 
monuments related to these ethnic communities. Th e parish churches of Sighişoara 
(Segesvár, Schänburg and Sibiu (Nagyszeben, Hermannstadt) and the cathedral 
of Alba Iulia (Gyulafehérvár) are the most important examples of this. Th e 
rehabilitation of historic city centers has off ered chance to conduct research in the 
most important medieval urban centers of Transylvania, like Sibiu, Cluj-Napoca 
(Kolozsvár, Klausenburg) and Baia Mare. Some of the manor houses of noble 
families have been restored through private investment, as is the case of the houses 
of the Apor family in Covasna County. Compared to other types of monuments, 
castles have somehow remained neglected. Being mostly in ruins they do not off er 
convenient arennues of re-use; some rehabilitation projects, however, are being 
implemented at a more or less intense pace. Th e rehabilitation of the castle of 
Oradea, started in early 1990s, has been partially fi nished. Th e castle of Râşnov 
was more or less restored through the aid of national funds, while the nearby castle 
of Bran (Törcsvár, Törzburg) had remained in good state and has proved the most 
popular tourist spot in the whole country based on its association with Count 
Vlad Dracul. Th e restoration of Deva (Déva) castle was started recently, a good 
example of eff ort by the community to rescue the local cultural heritage. As in the 
case of large-scale archaeological rescue work, the increasing number of research 
projects at the most important medieval monuments in the country has caused 
a signifi cant shift in methodology and conceptual approaches. Th e preference for 
synthetic works (characteristic for Romanian medieval studies of the second half of 
the twentieth century) has changed in favor of case studies and detailed analyses of 
particular issues. Th e results of recent research (mainly rescue projects) and their 
publication shows a signifi cant renewal of medieval studies and makes most of the 
debates of the last decades obsolete.

Th e presence of multiple ethnic and confessional communities on the territories 
of present-day Romania from the Middle Ages confers a particular aspect on medieval 
studies in this country. Th e German and Hungarian communities have created a 
network of research organizations which focus on the past of these ethnic groups, the 
regions they inhabited, and institutions related to their communities (churches and 
governing bodies). For historical research in Hungarian the Transylvanian Museum 
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Association (Erdélyi Múzeum–Egyesület) plays the central role, while the German-
related work is coordinated by the Association for Transylvanian Research (Verein 
für siebenbürgische Landeskunde). Both organizations focus on the written sources 
of their pasts, each creating its own historical archives by gathering documents of 
ethnic organizations and signifi cant persons. In the case of medieval studies both 
organizations play a special role. In the eastern and southern provinces (Moldova 
and Walachia), Cyrillic script was used during the Middle Ages, while Latin was 
used in Transylvania and the western parts of the country. Th e series of diplomataria 
(the two most important being the Erdélyi Okmánytár and Urkundenbuch zur 
Geschichte der Deutschen in Siebenbürgen) initiated by the Erdélyi Múzeum and the 
Verein, complete the series of national corpuses of sources. Both organizations have 
established research groups specialized in Latin paleography and their contribution 
has been crucial for research on medieval Transylvania. Th ese eff orts at source 
editing are well completed by several rehabilitation projects on monuments related 
to the German and Hungarian communities. 

Th e number of geographical, institutional, methodological, and language 
divisions create a more or less fragmented impression of medieval studies in 
Romania. It is diffi  cult to identify the central debates or main trends, all the actors 
becoming “peripheral” in one way or another. Th e contacts and debates among 
the scholars involved in medieval studies remain insuffi  cient, although they are the 
basis of all kinds of cooperation. Beyond the benefi cial eff ect of diversifi cation, the 
enrichment of viewpoints and the great number of recent research results suggest 
the start of a re-structuring and rebirth of medieval studies. 
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